rrita State Library
Sacrarktrite 9,
Walt rnia

Homecoming Floats Dedicated To ’Defeated’ Bulldogs
By NAN BARATiNI
The Fresno State Bulldog will with he had "stolid
in his dog bed" Nov. 15.
Man’s best friend is to be chased . . . caged . . .
tnd even beaten with a drum stick during the 1958
Homecoming parade . . . as the Fresno State mascot
:inds no friends among Homecoming float participants.
The Delta Sigma Phi -Alpha Phi float will depict the
Bulldogs being pulled around by the Seven Dwarfs, while
Snow White looks on happily.
4ALUTE TO SPARTA
A large Spartan will make his "Musical Salute to
3parta," theme of this year’s Homecoming celebration,
ay beating on a drum skin . .. or rather on a Bulldog
skin. The dog will be shown protruding from both sides
of the instrument on the Alpha Chi Omega -Theta Xi float.
The Sigma Alpha Epsilon-Chl Omega float will have
the FreSho State mascot behind glass as "How Much Is

Thal Doggie in the Window" plays in the background A
Spartan football player will be shown as a peraceptle
customer.
The Bulldog will make a little better showing on the
Sigma Phi Epsilon -Kappa Delta float as a trio of bulldogs become the "fiddlers three" under the direction of
"Old King Cole."
The dog will take a back seat in the Delta Gamma Kappa Alpha float as he tnsils behind "The Surrey With
the Fringe on Top." Real horses may be used to pull the
surrey down First street.
The Independent Women’s Housing Council -Alpha
Phi Omega float will force the Bulldog to revolve on a
phonograph record during the parade. The record will
be "played" by a large phonograph making up the entire
float.
TAKES REST
The Kappa Kappa Gamma -Kappa Alpha Theta entry

will gO.e Fresno,, mascot a well-nerded rest It features
a football field with routing sections of animated card
stunts. Two song girls will lead cheers from below the
sectk.a.
Alpha Tau Omega -Delta Zeta and Mu Phi F.psilonPhi Mu Alpha are to follow a more musical theme.
A jazz band atop a mammoth drum, giving a roaring
20’s -Musical Salute to Sparta," will highlight the Alpha
Tau Omega -Delta Zeta float. Moveable piano keys will
also be found on this Homecoming entry.

MO% EAIILL CLEAT
A large football cleat %ill make "another step toward big-time football" by stomping on the Fresno State
Bulldog on the Gamma Phi Beta -Phi Sigma Kappa float.
The cleat will be moveable ... up and down on the dog.

A gold saxophone mounted on a white pedestal will
salute Sparta with a band playing within the sax, on
the Mu Phi Epsilon -Phi Mu Alpha entry.
Tables will turn with Sigma Clii-Phi Mu float, as the
Bulldog listens to a "Musical Salute" by "His Master’s
Voice" through an "SJS Victor." This entry is to base
a Spartan hovering over the victrula.

Alpha Omicron Pi -Delta Upsilon. International Studi
-tits Organization and Erin Castle also will have float
entries in the parade. Float descriptions for these entries
were not available for publication.
Decorated cars and marching units will be featured
In the Non -float Division.
Entered in this division are: Theta Chi, Panhellenic
Council, Halls of Ivy, Social Affairs Committee and
Blue Key.
Les Olsen is Homecoming parade chairman and Si,!
Thompson is general chairman.

Metals Speech

Frosh Writers

41..J, Erickson, manager
the Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Materials Test Lab In Siinn
vale, wIll speak on "Metallurgy
of Joining Metals" tonight at 7
at the Society of Production
Enginerra meeting In C11208.

All freshmen interested In
orkIng MI the sieekl., class
newspaper are raked to contact Bob MeGuelsin het w een
noon and 4 p.m, in the Student
I nion toda, se ording to
Nani. Rea-sink, public relations
committee member.
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Russian Club Achieves Campus Recognition
Guide for Hustlers
Comes Out Today
"Hustler’s Handbook," formerly "Sparta Key," is on sale now
in booths throughout the campus.
Booths are located in the Outer Quad, the Library Arch, and
tentatively in the cafeteria, Spartan Bookstore and Student Affairs
Business Office. Hours are 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Sale will continue
possibly through Wednesday, Oct. 29, depending on how well the
’handbooks" sell, according to Don Brown, Public Relations Person+nel Committee chairman.
Brown said about 3300 copies
have been printed, and the price
Is Mt cents a copy.
"Hustler’s Handbook" is the official name of the digest -size directory. It contains names, year in
school. Phiarie numbers and local
and home addresses of all fulltime and limited students registered at SJS.
Brown said he is anticipating
good response from the student
body in regard to sales and there
By DAVE ELLIOTT
should be no trouble selling all
KC/ED-TV, San Jose State’s
3300 copies.
The handbook is out earlier closed-circuit radio and television
than usual this year, Brown said, station, will inaugurate a pro!weans.. planning was begun this gram of daily broadcasts Monday.
s ttttt mer under the personal sit- Oct. 27, at 12:30 p.m. The hours
pervision of ASH President Dick long broadcasts will be piped to
Robinson, Instead of being left the Cafeteria where they will be
until fall is hen the Public Rela- heard every afternoon between
’l iii. could begin 12:30 and 1:30.
tions C
Under the auspices of the
work on R. Ile said it is posSpeech and Drama Department,
add.. the -handbook" will be out
the null shous will feature a
es en ..:1
r nest year by Sipet.(1log up alphabetizing proceedurea. program of mioalc, news, discusThe name "Hustler’s Handbook" shins and special features simreplaced the name "Sparta Key" ilar to the offerings of the prothrough gradual popular usage, ac- festilonal stations in the Bay
cording to Brown, until it was fin- Area.
The first 15 minutes of Monally decided to change the official
day’s inaugural broadcast will be
title.
devoted to opening ceremonies.
Members of the administrative
staff, student leaders, representatives of local industries and student organizations will be in the
broadcasting studio in the Speech
Pierliiigi Alvera of the Italian and Drama Building to air their
Consulate in San Francisco will be views on KOED’s new program.
The first music show will feaguest speaker for the annual United Nations Day dinner to be held ture tape recordings of the recent
Ron
In the college cafeteria at 6:30 Monterey Jazz Festival,
Schmidt, a senior public relatomorrow evening.
Phillip Persky, assistant profes- tions major and news director of
sor of English and foreign student KOED, has announced that Ella
adviser, is dinner chairman, assist- Fitzgerald, nationally known jazz
ed by Kei Ishikawa and Roberto vocalist, will be on campus for
the opening show, and will be
Joyner.
Reservations may be made with heard in an on -the -air interview.
The 10 -minute daily newsPersky, Rm. 2A in Bldg. K. Hella
casts sulil be handled hy stuLonsen is in charge of ticket sales
The dinner will be $2.25 per per- dents of Journalism ISO, class
In radio and television news
son.
writing.
Kevin Swanson, student station
manager for the radio programing, said yesterday that in addition to the music and news shows,
there will be many special programs throughout the week.
A success1 ul launching of a
Panel discussions on controversial
Jupiter C Rocket was announced
campus -issues will be conducted
by Army officials late last night.
by student leaders and faculty
Radio contact, however, was
personnel.
lost shortly after the launching.
The satellite balloon, some 12 fNt
long. was made of plastic and foil covered.
The Army said that the object
of this latest successful launching
Important plans for the semeswas to gather information about ter will be discussed at the reguthe earth’s atmosphere at various lar business meeting of Sigma Mu
a !tit udes.
Tau, society for medical technolThere was no confirmation by ogy and bacteriology majors, toofficials that the satellite had night at 7:30 in S210, according to
orbited successfully.
Judith Allen, publicity chairman.

KOED- TV
Inaugurates
Daily Shows

County Association
Sponsors UN Fete

Jupiter C Blast
Termed Success
By Army Heads

Sigma Mu Tau
To Discuss Plans

First Spartan Rally
To Be Held Tonight

ACKNOWLEDGMENT AT LAST

Sparta’s first rally will precede the SJS-Denver football game
tonight at 7:15 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium with Al Russel as
emcee.
Guests of honor for the "Beat
Denver" program will be the
Spartan team captain, who will
be announced just prior to the
game and one of the backfield
coaches, according to Bob Gifford, rally committee chairman.
Spar-Tunes Jim Griffith, Jim
Wittenburg, West Davis, and soloist Don Perry will be included
on the entertainment program as
well as impersonator Linda Simkin, singers Brooke Shebley and
Dean Thompson, and dancer Marilyn Goscila.
Championship gymnasts Ted
Bogios and Bob Haywood will perform a clown act on the trampoline.
Song girls, cheerleaders and the
pep band will also be on hand to
"whip up enthusiastic yells" according to Gifford.
Seated left Is the nest’ president or the Russian
lit I,, AshWigh
Head cheerleader Bill Hardy
Brilliant, during the meeting of the Student Council yesterday.
will help Bick Goss, John Aguiar
Other members of the Russian Club surround him.
Sparta/,f
by Corky Dannenbrink.
and Bob Richards in the cheer
practice session for Saturday’s
game.
Song girls Sheila O’Brien,
Stephie Green, Dana Curie, Helen
Barker and Patti Matter-n, headed
by Carol Sandell will be on hand
as a major attraction for male
Spartans.
"Face reality! Red China with I would mean too many votes for
the 1’145R."
The date previously announced its 600 million people exists!"
A ballot stating "no comment"
for the rally was in error.
This was the reply of one pro
. . really had one:
voter as results of the student
"I’ve been too busy studying
poll asking "Should the United about insects to think about this
Nations admit Red China?" To- question," the ballot read.
The poll is held from 11:30
day’s voting ended with 272 "Yes"
according to
votes, 259 "No" votes and 79 "No a.m. to 1:30 p.m
Paul White, president of IRC.
opinion" ballots.
The poll will be continued
through tomorrow In front of
the library. It is sponsored by
the International Relations Club
as part of United Nations Week.
Two Swedish visitors will be on Oct. ’20-24.
campus today and tomorrow to
Comments were submitted on
Production difficulties have
become acquainted with the Hume several ballots:
caused the sale dates of the Send.
Economics Department.
"If Red China is admitted, it
Home F:dition of the Spartan Daily
Anna -Lisa Fahlstedt is a teach- possibly could mean that we
to be postponed until Monday,
er of home economics at a Swed- would have more control over her
ish vocational school, which in policies," was one student’s rea- Tuesday and Wednesday, according to Editor J. P. vanEttinger.
many respects resembles a junior son for voting in favor of adThe send -home Daily originally
college in the U.S. Mrs. Margaret mittance of the country.
was scheduled for sale today and
Tillander is advisory home ecoAnother student feels that
nomics officer for the Swedish Red China should be denied tomorrow in the Outer Quad, but
Department of Agriculture in the entry into the U.N. because "it_ vanEttinger said "Something came
up and there was just nothing we
Stockholm area.
could do about it."
Miss Fahlstedt will speak to
Sale hours remain the same,
the graduate ....minor In Housing
7:30 a.m. to 3:30 pm. during the
and Furnishings class tonight
three days.
and us Ill hold a question and
Price of the send -home edition
discusaion period alth atudenta
in Home Economics orientation
Women students aged IS and is 10 cents. Special mailing enbe available for five
1.111%161141 tomorrow. She is sisitover no longer need parental per- velopes
ing many college* to gain knoul- mission to donate blood to the cents extra, including postage to
edge of home economies work campus Red Cross blood .drive to the sender’s home. "We’ll wrap it
up and mail it for them, too."
in he U.S, in relation to her be held next week.
teaching.
Donations will be taken Tues- vanEttingee added.
Mrs Tillander. in her official day, Oct. 28, from 10:30 am. to
Members of the SJS chapter of
capacity, will visit the home man- 2:30 p.m. in the Student Union. Sigma Delta Chi, men’s profesagement house, the nur,erY
Women less than 18 may not sional journalistic fraternity, comschool, and the home economics Make donations and unmarried piled the paper as an annual prolaborat,,ries
men under 21 may not do so with- ject to raise funds to send memBoth visitors came to this out parental permission. Release bers to the Sigma Delta C’hi naemmtry In July for the Na- forms for men can be obtained tional convention in November.
tional Congress for Home Eco- in the Student Activities Office The booth will be manned by SDX
nomists held in Mar)land.
members.
or in the Student Union.

Students Voice Views
On China U.N. Entry

Swedes Here
To Inspect
SJS Facilities

Daily Home Issue
On Sale Monday

Restrictions lifted
For Blood Givers

Brilliant Praises
Council Action
By BILL PHILLIPS
Student Council yesterday recognised the Russian Club, but
not until it pointed out that the club’s voting members shall be
Associated Students.
Club President Ashleigh Brilliant, obviously happy about the decision, said after the meeting:
"I think the Council handled the situation intelligently. It was obviously faking great pains to be fair and yof, not too fair."
Bill Douglas, the Council’s vice+
president was the only member
opposing club recognition
lie contended that the Council
would be breaking usual procedure
to recognize the Hub, unless the
club first stipulated in its constitution that voting members be ASB
card holders.
’SHOULD RE TABLED’
He advised club recognition be
tabled until next week’s meeting
"This Is only routine," Douglas
said, adding that Isis clubs ivere
rejeeteil last year because of the
Sallie remain.
liri I liallt pleaded before the
Council that recognition should
be passed right away, and that
there was no law in the ASB Constitution preventing it.
He asserted that an unusual
amount of controversy has arisen
over the past week due to last
week’s decision by the Council to
delay recognition.
’QUICKEST WAY’
"It seems to me the quickest
way to get rid of this controversy
is to recognize the c b.
"By prolonging this decision, you
prolong the controversy." he said.
Earlier during the meeting.
ASH President Dick Robinson
explained that the delay for recognition WIIIN Intended so the
Council ...mid read the club’s
conetit ut ion.
The point about the non -voting
members in the club’s constitution was brought up yesterday
during the meeting.
Brilliant asked why the club was
not contacted earlier in the week
and asked to clarify the question.

Dulles Asks
Chiang To Trim
Size of Army
By ratted Press International

DULLES. CHIANU DISAGRF.E
TAIPEI
Major disagreements
have developed during talks between Secretary of State Lhillea
and President Chiang kal-Shek,
American and Nationalist Chinese
sources said yesterday.
Informed sources said Dulles
asked Chiang to trim the size of
his half -million -man army and the
generalissimo refused. The U.S.
also held off any promises of more
weapons requested by Chiang, the
sources said.
TWO MORE U.S. A -TESTS
ATOMIC TEST SITE, Nev.
Two fullscale atomic devices were
exploded yesterday. Both shots
dangled from beneath balloons
1500 feet over the Atomic Energy
Commission’s Nevada ten t site.
The second explosion was the 80th
nuclear firing within the continental, limits of the U.S.

’CARDINAL CAN’T TRAVEL’
BUDAPEST Hungary has rejected a U S. appeal to allow Josef
Cardinal Mindszenty to leave the
country, presumably to attend the
conclave of the Sacred College of
Cardinals in Rome at which a
new pope will be chmien.
’ONLY STUDENTS’
The Roman Catholic primate of
Robinson excused the Council by Hungary has remained in asylum
saying, "We are only students We In the U S. Legation since the
can’t take every thing breathing abortive revolution two years ago.
minute to read a constitution. We
are working hard taward the best
interests of the San Jose State
students.
After the meeting. Brilliant
said Ron Robinson. male representative at large, uho made the
remark last week that the club
OCTOBER
should be "cherked on." attendSPECIALS!
ed a Russian Club meeting held
An independent
Wet Friday.
testing laboratory
"We insited Robinson to come
proved conclusively
He said he was sorry that from a
that, of all leading
chance remark such a cnntroversy
brands, you get the
had arisen"
smoothest, evenest
Yesterday’s discussion concerned
smoke from our
a clause in the ASB constitution
shetland, crew -neck
which reads.
sweaters. However,
"Except by special permission of
they taste awful.
the College Administration, recognition shall not be granted any :3
Now only 9.95.
organization which includes among
its active voting members persons
"
who are not currently enrolled as
S.
students of San Jose State ColFir,f al Ran’a Clara
lege."
iii.:!;::S",t;sssNo:o:O;O:.::oossso:*:-::O OSSA
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By BARBARA LUETT
four weeks In journalism classes,
Don’t forget Oct. 30 is the last I have learned that one does
day on which you can apply for not use 0% er when one means
an absentee ballot for the Novem- more than: that user means
above. while more than means
ber 4 election.
ApgReations can he obtained hy In excess of. Noss, that word
writing to the Registrar of Vot- bothers me.
I read advertisements which say
ers at your home county. They
must be received by his office by there will be a savings of over
such and such a price, when I
5 p.m. Oct. 30.
know the advertiser means more
than that certain price I hear a
For the married males on camtelevision announcer say. "Our
pus 1 have one easy lesson on how
brand has been tested and approvto make a hit
ed by over 20 doctors." and I’m
oith your wife
sure it was really more than 20
A certain 5.15
doctors. I even hear radio newscoed, who has
casters repeatedly say over 53
been married
were injured in the crash.
almost two
The last straw came the other
tells
months,
night, when, in reading tsko chapthis story.
ters of one of my textbooks. I
One evening
came across the word over - misher husband
-411" Ailiesar
se.
used eight times.
was looking
Straight from the tropical jungles of south America, khis is "Fib,"
Another word freq’tiently used
"tomanette" owned bs. Dr. Ralph Smith, professor of roologs.
frantically around the house Ss - Incorrectly is consensus. Journ"Filo" is on displas on the second floor of the Natural Science
something with which to seal a,: alists are taught that it means
Building and holds the title "Animal of the Week."
envelope. He asked her if she haA In agreement in matters of opinspartafoto hs Da% e Batchelor.
a bottle of glue. She didn’t.
y. rte. Thus tackion, trail
howhim,
This didn’t bother
ing "of opinion" on it is entirely
Plr. lie mereis walked user to
unnecessary.
the kitchen table, put his finger
Yet, everyone goes merrily on
In her special chicken gra% y and using "consensus of opinion." Even
calmly proceded to seal the en- the Hollywood script writers goofs plop with it. Natural’s-, she ’ass ed on this one. In "Bridge on the
quite pot out. Five minutes later River Kwai," the phrase on the
she was positively hurt, when used not once, but twice.
she looked at the envelope and
The British actors are the ones
discovered It was sealed tightly. who used the phrase, and maybe
By MIKE JOHNSON
Since then any mention of gravy that’s the way they say it over
A bird with a six inch body, a three inch beak, and almost no
around their house is a sticky pro- there, but someone should tell
tail is the current "Animal of the Week," according to Dr. Ralph
position.
them they’re wrong.
Smith, S.IS professor of zoology.
Labeled "Toucanette," or technically "petroglossus torquatis"
Since words are all important
(feather tongue), this bird -of-many -colors was shipped to San Franto a journalist, it’s only natural
cisco from Colombia, South America, tropical forests. Dr. Smith rethat in journalism classes a great
cently added the bird to his collection, and has chosen it as the first
deal of emphasis is placed on us-Animal of the Week" for this semester.
ing words correctly. This is how I
Dr. Smith said, in general, birds have been more thoroughly stuhappened to learn about the use
died than other animals; it has been established that 8590 diffrent
of the word "over."
species are living today.
Now over is a simple word.
By RAY HELSER
LITERATURE LIMITED
you
bothers
OUP which never
Although literature on the Toucanette is limited, it has been deSan Bernardino Valley Junior
unless you know how to use it
College . .
Students are enter- scribed as somewhat gregariousit eats, sleeps and frolics about
correctly. After three years and
tained with "live" music. A quartet within a clique of about six of its kind.
Dr. Smith calls his pet "Fib." The bird has a definite bizarre
provides instrumental music during
Authorised Dealer
appearance with its long beak and a look of dismay in its wide-open
the noon hour free of charge.
Napa Junior College . . . "The eyes. This appearance vaguely resembles Dr. Smith’s stereotype of a
Chieftain" will be running a new retired doctor of philosophy; hence, Fib.
When full-grown, Fib o will be about 15 inches from bill to tail.
column next week. It will be titled
Slob’s Corner" and will publish Its tail (which consists of one feather, to date) has just begun to
1435 The Alameda CY 3-9766
’he names of people who are too grow; it will be fan -like when it is in full bloom.
lazy to return cups, trays, etc. to ENORMOUS BEAK
In slumber, Fib o turns his head completely around and tries to
the cafeteria.
Olympic College ... has a pleas- cover his enormous beak with his too-short tail. In January, when he
ant atmosphere, at least from the attains full plummage, he will be able to cover his bill completely and
OCTANE
fairer sex’s point of view. The stu- rest assured his bill is protected.
ETHYL-100
Fib is a fruit -eater. He has a ravishing taste for strawberries.
dent body consists of 817 people
REG..-90- OCTANE
bananas and grapes. This is quite a contrast to his diet as a young
and 631 of ’em are male.
Cal Poly .. . has a non -aggres- bird: -insects.
Cigarettes 18:
sion pact with Fresno State Col - NOT HE OR SHE
All Major Oils-38: qt.
Fib cannot be referred to accurately as "he" or "she." There
’age. It seems as though vandalism
n both campuses hits a peak dur- is no difference in color, appearance or size between male and female
.ng the week prior to an athletic Toucanettes. Dr. Smith said Fib o will have to be dissected after he
-vent. Persons caught in the act (it?) dies to determine the sex.
Fib o is cncaged outside S207. and can be recognized by his multif vandalism are subject to sus4th & William -6th 8 Keyes
colored feathers, huge beak, and grating squawk.
:ension from school.

VBirdDispiaye
In Science Dept.

FROM
OTHER
CAMPUSES

RALEIGH
PAUL’S CYCLES
Lowest Gas Prices

20 STATIONS
MARCHICK’S
ARMY-NAVY
Complete Line
ROTC and AFROTC
Briefcases
Binders
Complete Line of

Luggage
OPEN THURSDAY NIGHT

223 So. First Street

Student Discount
Cards
Good for any Fox Theatre
in Calif. Entitles you to one
FREE ADMISSION the first
time you use it and a 20¢
discount each and every time
thereafter. Good ALL YEAR.
in front of the

etnellePLY AND
POWER TOOL MART
1401 W. SAN CARLOS
A

Fro. Soars,

Ray’s Barber Shop
123 So. 4th Street

Haircuts $1.25
Flat Tops $1.50
open Monday
Formerly 396 So. 5th St.

Want To Read Pravda? FRIDAY FLICKS
Enroll in Russian Class

A t ten non. ti tilers Is. now hear
this, We have a bargain you
can’t miss.

Oovidyotsy: . . or rather . .
Pann ssas born in CzechoslovaAttention!
kia and was brought up in Paris.
VVhile teaching at the Resifts
Interested in reading Pravda hot
off its Moscow presses? -Or may- School, the new SJS faculty membe you’re planning an unguided ber did graduate work in French
tour through Russia. In either case
Elementary Russian IA probably
would be of much help.
This is the first time this course.
taught by Francis Penn, assistant
profersor of modern languages, is
being offered to San Jose State
students.
SIXTY ENROLLED
Approximately 60 persons have
enrolled in this class for reasons
ranging from just plain curiosity
to hope of aiding a future diplomatic career.
"Since Russia is so prominent
in the news. I felt the language
would give me an insight into
world events," one student answered when asked why he had
chosen Pann’s course.
The instructor is also new to the
Spartan campus. Pann came to
SJS from the U.S. Army Language
School in Monterey, where he was
a Russian instructor for eight
years.
TAUGHT IN SAN FeRANCENCO
Before accepting the Army Language School position, he taught
French at Rerlitz School of Language, San Frarleisen.
Pann received his baccalaureate
degree in French and Russian from
the Russian School of Higher Studies, Paris.
Ile earned his Licence-es-Lettres
(M.A. degree I in Russian from the
University of Paris.

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES

IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

The finest shows, you now can
are for just one quarter that’s
he fee.
The Morris Dailey is the site,
They’re being shown each Friday night.
They’re sponsored by the Senior
Class, and all are shows you
can’t let pass.
So now look over all the pix,
And make a date for Friday
Flicks.
by Charlene Shattuck.

1),..ir Thrust and PatTy:
My ire is up! An article which
appeared in the Spartan Daily Oct.
16 is the cause. In this article
there appeared a statement, "In
order to have downtown streets
cleared of all parked cars by 5,
’NO PARKING’ signs would have
to be put up by 3. This means a
heay loss to merchants," etc.
Now let’s call a spade a spade.
The merchants want a parade because it draws many people to this
city who in turn spend money.
Isies this cause such a "heavy
loss?" Likewise, are we such a
nation of cripples that we can’t
walk a block of two extra for a
necessity or even a trifle?
There is also a beef from this
article directed to City Hall. Who
ever heard of "heavy commuter
traffic" through a downtown district at 5 p.m. on a Saturday afternoon that wasn’t a "great inconvenience?" This alibying is only
prodding a sleeping bear over 13,000 human minds and bodies
strong. Many of these 13,000 feel
that our parade is the hest advertising that the City of San Jose
gets. And telling us that cooperation may be denied is singeing the
feathers on what may turn up to
he a cooked goose.
We are fighting city hall and
the almighty dollar for just three
hours time. We need no more than
the proverbial ham sandwich to
win if we can just set a few men’s
thinking straight.
Chuck CarleASB 4457,
Dear Thrust and Parry!
After reading that the Student
Council is going to investigate the
possibilities that the newly formed
Russian Club may be "a subversive
group." I suggest that the Student
Council contact the FBI and ask
if there is still such a thing as
"freedom of assemhly" in this
country. And while the Student
Council is investigating the Russian Club, it shouldn’t neglect to
see if the Russian geography and
political science courses offered at
this campus are "subvershe," too.
After all, the goal of these classes is foster understanding of the
USSR and Russians. Maybe the
Student Council could hold some
hearings, demand loyalty oaths,
and even burn some books. May
the Student Council carry on with
all the enthusiasm associated with
McCarthyism.
Robert GearyASB 9529.
Dear Editor!
I was delighted to read Mich
McGraw’s column in the Spartan
Daily on Wednesday in which he
advocated that every student on
campus take a course in the use
of the library. I guess it is only
to be expected that I should heartily agree with your stand on this
matter of library usage, since I
am a member of the librarianship
faculty teaching such a course as
you suggest.
However, my championing of
you cause is in no way associated
with the promotion of this course
in the department. It comes from
evidence we see in the students
who complete the course and from
the favorable comments they express after having attended the
classes. Certainly a sound understanding of good library utilization tends to make every course

One man to another at dance:
"I have my eye on a strapless
gown that can’s possibly survive
Wife leaving movie, to husband’ another samba."
"I wish just once they’d have as,
The Redo!..._Siio,st.
good a picture this week as they’re
LPATRONIZE YOUR 1
going to hae next week!"
ADVERTISERS’
The Reader’s Digest

Entrsod as second class matter April 24,
1934, at San Josc Calif. undr that act
of March 1, 1179. Mrnber Californi
Newspaper Publishrs. Association.
Subscriptions accepted only on
remainder -Of -School year basis. In fall
taken less of a struggle
sirrnstr, $4, in spring smstr, $2.
Sincerely,
Published daily by Associated Students
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Dear Thrust and Parry:
JOHN SALAMIDA
Will the person who took my EDITOR
DICK FOLGER
BUSINESS MGR.
KA pin from my sweater in the DAY EDITOR GREGORY H. BROWN
girls’ locker room earlier this
month please return it in an envelope to the Police School office.
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"For Goodness Sake!"

ED’S HOLE IN THE WALL
If you enjoy eating cieliciow, home -cooked meals in
conditioned comfort, Ed’s Hole In The Well is a MUST!
Students will enjoy the congenial atmosphere where young
people congregate. Complete dime -s f --m $1.40.

1610 L Santa Clara

at the University of California at
Berkeley.
SJK IN CONTRAST
Pann finds San ..10.4. State "quite
in cont ras t" with Europcsa
schools. due mostly to the "pleasant informality" of the studenta.
He is adviser of the Russian Club
at KIS.
’The Pann family enjoys California. especially the climate, and
we are planning to make it our
permanent home," he commented.

S. J. Radiator Service
CLEANING
REPAIRING
RECORING
641 Se. First St.

Let

Manuel
Do It
CY 3-57011

Friday, Oct. 24

Open Doily ’til 10 p.m.

WORK OF ART
by

ART CLEANERS
398 E. SANTA CLARA
SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS
Our
SPECIALTY

I HOUR SERVICE

15c/o
D!SCOuNT
with your

ASB CARD

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSLA
546 S. 2nd, Si, Hours 7

A.M. to 9 P.M.

This is national pet week and brings
to mind the sad case of Melvin
Clyde. Melvin thought he was a
dog and though he was near-sighted
he refused to wear glasses because
he was emoured of a Cocker Spaniel
down the street and wanted his appearance to be as masculine as his
bark. He was killed one day chasing
cars, He never saw the truck. This calaminity wouldn’t have
happened if he had invested in a pair of contact lens.

CONTACT LENS CENTER
SPECIALISTS WITH CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES

JOE ALLEN
213 S. First

FRANK JACKSON

Technicians
CYpress 7-5174

Re -Elect
CLARK L. BRADLEY
ASSEMBLYMAN 28th DISTRICT
There Is No Substitute For
EXPERIENCE and Proven INTEGRITY
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SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGE CAR WASH
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Creeping

12 noon-5:30 p.m.

Socialism In
California
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Injuries Hamper
Grid Chances

A deluge of injuries has hit the ’bad knee. Leon Donohue a mendSpartan grid team so hard that ing stitched hand, Meruyti Smith
the team will be hard pressed to an injored back and Doug Mcdefeat a strong Denser team Sat- Chesney a bruised knee.
urday night.
PATIENT STARTER
Claude Gilbert suffered his
If Colchico is not ready lo)
third broken leg in four years game time, Donohue, another pahere and M out for the season. tient, may start in his place.
Oneal Cuterry and Emmett Lee Across from him at the other end
are listed as doubtful starters will be Al Conley. Cuterry’s abagainst the Pioneers. Cuterry, sence would hand the starting
(pulled ligaments in his ankle), role to McChesney with Ray Norand Lee, (bruised knee), will start ton and Sam Dawson in reserve
If ready.
for the tight back post.
In addition, Dan Colchico has a
Dave HurIburt mill start at
Flanker back with Chuck Veyna
and P11111 SChrl’iber, a conserted end, assailing their turn to
see action.
"Offensively we have to move
the ball. We’re sure that they’ll
score as they haven’t been shutout even though playing defensively tough teams," Coach Bob
Robert MItch.,re, Robert Wagner
Titchenal said.
’The Hunters"
EDGED BY WYOMING
Berle lees, Christopher Plummer
In its opening contest Denver
"Wind Across Ma Everglades"
was swamped by Oklahoma State,
31-14. Denver took 20-8 and 29-0
victories over Utah State and
Montana. Wyoming, a team that
....srlene
ki Victorio DeFesice
registered a 28-0 blanking of Ore"THE MONTE CARLO STORY"
gon, had to settle for a last minAlrle P,, ’
if Robertson
ute field goal and 15-12 victory
"THE NAKED AND THE DEAD"
over the Pioneers. Utah edged the
C
Hilltoppers, 20-16, though the
Denver crew was knocking on the
goal line door when the gun
MAYFAIR
sounded.
211TH AND SANTA CLARA
Jim (Wagon Wheels) EpperCary Grant
Debr,-eh Kerr
son is the leading ground gain"AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER"
er with a 7.7 average per carry
.
.
Alsothe book that Fe j
for Denver while Mel Johnson
for 21/2 years-has gained the most yards. 341.
"A MAN CALLED PETER"
Johnson and fullback Dan I,00s
’Richard Todd
Jean Peters
have 5.3 and 5.2 averages reboth in color
spectively.
Usual starting quarterback Bob
Miller will miss his second consecutive game due to an injury
SZAILIATOZA
and Don McCall will probably lead
UNION 7-10’re
the Hilltoppers attack. Everett
Newman also will call signals for
the team.
CUTERRY LEADS
In four game totals, Cuterry
and Kent Rockholt lead the
Spartan ground gainers. Little
"Cutlass" has 138 yards in 40
Studenh 90c all seats
carries while Rockholt has a 3.6
average.
Cuterry is either first or second
in almost all Spartan statistics.
CY 7.350
CV 3.3353
He has a 39 yard punting average,
-.WHY DOES THIS BEAUTIFUL
has caught the most passes, It
FRENCH GIRL WANT HER
returned interceptions the most
BABY BORN IN PUBLIC?
yards, and leads in most yards
gained for kick-off returns.
’The Case of
Lee has completed 51 per cent
Dr. Laurent’
of his passes while Mike Jones has
a 44 per edit record.
fly L. L
THE GENTLE TOUCH" in cola
Love -Life of Nurses in Training

lu;11

PADRE

Cal Gridders Show
Much Improvement

C eitY
CV.4 -5544
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By HARVEY JOHNSON
Delta Sigma Phi, rebounding
from last sieek’s trouncing from
Theta Chi &all a similar blow
to Sigma Nu Tuesday ehen
thil scored a 21-0 triumph user
Sigma Nu.
Quarterback Gil Zalballos found
Ron Blake an able receiver as he
tossed two TD passes into the
sticky fingers of Blake. Jim Griffith scored the other TD on a
short pass from Zalballos. The
last touch down went unconverted.
Tony Summers nailed Dave
Engelcke behind the line for a
safety touch and the final two
points.
For Sigma Nu Dave Engelcke
intercepted three Zalballos passes
to lead the defensive unit for the
losers.

RANCHO DRIVE-IN

TOWNE

ye

Surprises Highlight
’Mural Grid Games

SLATE

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

.=MMP

PRO MATERIAL

ADUlTS 125 STUDENTS .90
CHILDREN .50

345

0. FIRST ST

ONE OF THE GREAT ONES!
TONY CURB
SIDNEY POWER

TM

DE F IAN
Mtn ARTISTS
5(5,101 ?Ivy

ONE

d the
"The Matchmaker"

BERKELEY Five down
and
five to go in the 1958 California
I gridiron year. At the halfway
mark, Cal has shown a remarkable Improvement in statistics
over the midway point in 1957
and with basically the same personnel.
Most spectacular in the improvement is the points scored statistic.
In the first five games of 1957
the Bears scored only 31 points.
In 1958, sophomore Billy Patton
has tallied 50 points alone, and
the team. 116 points.
Rushing. California has gained
1201 as compared to 798 at the
same point last year. The Bears
have netted 57 first downs as
compared to 42 last year.
Joe Kapp continues to dominate
the Bear individual stats. The
senior quarterback has now gained 572 yards rushing and passing.
He leads the team in that department, in rushing with 279 yards.
and in passing with 28 completions in 47 attempts for 293
yards, and a 59.6 pass completion percentage.
1 Patton moved to the top of the
NCAA scoring heap by notching
all of California’s 14 points in the
Bear’s 14-12 win over USC.

Bill Atkins, possibly the best lineman on the Spartan front wall,
will be holding down the right guard slot in Saturday’s contest
with Denser. Atkins, who stands 6-2 and weighs 220 lbs.. ens
drafted by the Los Angeles Rams during last year’s Spartan grid
Spartafoto.
season.

The 9adiato - -

by LOU LUCIA

Familiar quotes are a dime a dozen. Many of these sayings fit the
shoe of some eminent sports headliners. Let’s try them on for size:
"Keep an ear to the ground."
No, not you, Eddie Machen. Get up. Ingetnar Johansson can’t
knock you out.
"Don’t count your chickens before they’re hatched’
To the sportswriters from three daily papers, the Spartan Daily,
San Francisco News and San Jose Mercury who agreed that the
Spartans couldn’t beat Arizona State. (Harvey Johnson of the Daily
rates as the only expert here.)
"You can lead a horse to water but you can’t make him drink."
To the Spartan footballers, who lost three in a row before rebounding for their first win.
"Walk softly but carry a big stick."
To (’OP’s publicity director Carroll Doty, olio shouted near
and far of the classing Tigers, ar.d watched hiss team take it on
the chin to little publicized Cincinnati, 12-6.
"These are the times that try men’s souls."
We’re sorry, too, Fred Haney, but you know those Yanks.

"Why Is it I always stick my foot In my mouth?"
To the student who saw talking to the prim teacher. Using
choice words he said. "I sass darn Yankees." The instructor sourly
asked, "flow sins it 2" A sudden burst of enthusiasm lilt the student, "Damn good."
6

"You can’t squeeze blood out of a turnip."
To Coach Walt McPherson, who has only one returning first
stringer from last year’s basketball squad. Ned Fitzgerald.

Frosh Footballers
To Battle Cal Poly

The Loose Ends evened their
season record with a 21-14,
triumph over The Zoo. Shiro Tomuta passed for three of the Loose
Ends TD’s. The other points were
scored on a safety touch. Tomuta Tom Zugler. Don Ouchulla scored
found able receivers in John the safety while Bergens collected
Bergens. Steve Martitakis and one PAT
-New Shipment Just Arrived"
CREW NECK SWEATERS
75% Lambswool 25% Orlon
A fraternity favorite! Bulky ribbed,
Cl,a
trim collar . . . washable,
coal, tan, gray, brown, and A or
Regular 8.95 value. "I 7

All players, coaches, managers
and officials are urged to con.
the hit Tamural bulletin
board In the Mert’s gym before
the nest schedule of games.
The San Jose
Recreation
department Is forced to make
several changes In st bed siting
games on tti, Isli K r ,,,,, ids for
the Intramural football league,
according to the report from
Rob Bronian, director of intramural sports.
Delta Upsilon continued its winning ways when they defeated
Sigma Phi Epsilon 19-8. Ron Roe
passed for two touchdowns and
scored the other TD on 15 yard
end run. The game was featured
by 40-yard pass and run play from
Roe to Jim Smith. The other TD
was gathered in by Ron Christiansen.
Jack Leith for SPE pitched a
pass to Ron Riley for the only
major score. Mike Ramsey trapped ROC in th.5 end ion.. for the
safety touch,
Alpha Tau Omega on the
strength of a first quarter touchdown defeated Theta Chi 6-0.
Theta Chi threatened throughout
the game but ATO set up a strong
defense against TC, who last week
had blasted Delta Sigma Phi.
Bob Goody scored the only ATO
touchdown on a sweep around left
end.

-,e-

Men end Thurs.
tI1 9 p.m.
Student Acts.
Invited
119 South First Street

Warning!
Two characters named
"Many and Joe," formerly
operating out of the Chili
Bowl have just reopened ...

"THE BURGER HOUSE"
338 E. Santa Clara St.
Next to the Miniature Golf Course

’Get rid of Spark Plug ‘Miss’
greatest cause of power loss.
Put your car next to the

New White Nunp"

NEW FALL
ARRIVALS

Hoping to notch up its fourth
straight victory against no losses.
San Jose State’s frosts football
team will take on the Cal Poly
freshman gridders tomorrow at 3
p.m. in Spartan Stadium,
Coach Max Coley will start
Mike Gaffney at the quarterback
post with Eddie Mann and Mack
Burton at the halfback spots.
Floyd Elliot will start at fullback.
The ends will be Don ShoeThe
maker and Bill Bowman
tackles positions will be held
down by Dale Hunt and John
Sutro while the guards will be
Ron Dominguez and Mike Trudean. Center will be Henry Chamness.

Baracuta
Jackets and Raincoats
Sweaters
Crew Necks
Cardigans

AND CUSTOM ARCHERY

FREEMAN’S SKI SHOP
CYprss 54691

1 TCP’
adds

/Anti -Miss\ 1
%
/
to
I

1 anti-knod(

L.m.3

SUITS
from $55

61110411.

r""""1

/

Sport Shirts

SAN JOSE S ONLY SKI SPECIALISTS: NEW EQUIPMENT IN SALES II RENTALS
An established San Jose Firm offering you Morals,’"
quality. Complete line of ski equipment. EsrerYthing
in Sales; everything in rentals. Pepsi, deportment, Com
piste in every detail.
SNOW TOURSGroup or Individual vie but or train.
SKI MOVIES AVAILABLE to group and ski oronnizat,ns.
...ic5 monthly at our shop Arry515er FREEMAN S
PI,00e for details.
FREEMAN’S 01 Imla plan your Wis. ACT IMMEDIATELY
Repeirti 864 them in NOW! WATCH for eoj

140 THE ALAMEDA

Spartan %suer polo fans will
view one Of the world a greatest
players when the Oakland Athena
Club tangles with the SJS %amity
squad, Thursday, Oct. 30, in Um
Spartan pool.
The player in question is Ervin
Zador. Zaclor, former Hungarian
water polo star has been nominated to several All-World teams
and, as the experts pick them.
has been rated as one of the best
In the world.

"A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush."
How true for Coach Jack Curtice of Stanford and his Indians
in the bush. The bird, the Air Force Academy Falcons chewed off
a 16-0 victory.

SPORT COATS
from $35

SPECIALISTS

Threatens
SJS Poloists

S.

FREEMAN’S SKI SHOP

SKI

Athens Club

"Everything that goes up must come down."
Thanks Gordy Soltau for booting those three field goals in the
49ers 30-24 victory over the Philadelphia Eagles and making them
"come down" in the right place--over the cross-bar.

Freeman’s Archery Shop Announces Opening of Their New Deportment

webh Ins GRAND OPENING
to be announced at this spot
in your DAILY

In Independent league a..tion
on Tuesday, The Group defeated
1110TC. 12-0. Duke i.ntainuto
gathered in a
CD yard peso
user the center from QB Jim
Ilemsle
145r th.5 Initial score.
Illentsies ,igain pitched a TD
pass, this one to Koh Smith,
%kith cosered 20 yards. The
Group nos% has a record of 1-0-1
%s ink the ROTC has yet to
pl,sce In the ssin column basing
lost it first tea games.

IThursday. Ocarobr21.r191:4M"S

just arrived
extra long suits
You are always welcome to r orne in and
brr wse

mosher’s for men
50 South 4th Street
CV

2

4’

0011

ThU,S

P 1 ut *Pr Looktsc for the luoscr your engine once had
I on hills and on getaways, now’s the time to make your
tixwe -over to the new Super Shell pump.
Super Shell has an aviation ’power pack" of aromatics
to provide protection against knock under every driving
condition. But in today’s engines anti-knock alone is not
enough.
That’s why there’s TCP in Super Shell en guarantee
full power, by ending today’s major cause of poser lou,
spark plug "miss." TCP additive does this by neutraloing
harmful combustion deposits -and so restores as much at

Super Shell’s aromatics provide extra
30l8kwg’hath(:srmosepore7er’
combustion energy that converts automatically to extra
miles in every tankful.
Switch to Super Shell with TCP today.
i.5 T,A :

QM

moo emelt.

11

IF

11I/6

"’Super Shell with TCP
The most powerful gasoline w car can uscPlus TCP for Anti -Au

-

4--411P4RTAN DAILY

Thursday, Oatober

Spartan

195ft

Society:

4144."-"#’70VIVVI

Woman 3

Introducing: Mrs. Haskett; .L P
Student Union Secretary

h
rerogave

"Hey, Darlene. could you tell

Raised in Hinsdale, Ill., Mrs.
Haskett has lived in California
The coed stopped short when for 12 years.
the woman in the chair behind the
She and her husband, who sells
at& in the Student L’nion turned neon advertising, have two chilaround and smiled at her.
dren. Bruce, 15, and Bonnie. 11.
"But, you’re not Darlene HarWhen asked whether she enris," the coed chirped.
.1nYe %sating here at State. Mrs.
TA. woman. Mrs. Betty HasHaakett just smiled and nodded
kett, smiled with agreement and
her head.
pros-ceded to rise the girl the
It may take a while to get used
Information she had bees seekto seeing this new face behind the
ing.
desk in the Student Union- but it
Mrs. Haskett recently stepped
won’t take very long to realize
into the place of Mrs. Darlene
that none of the helpful atmosHarris as Student Union secretary phere that has been associated
after Mrs. Harris resigned to de- with that desk is gone.
vote her full time to her family.

Business Society
To Hold Initiation

By ARLENE PHILLIPS
ateartinal
It was a terrible trick my roommate played on me last weekend.
How was I to know what she
meant when she said the blind
date I was going with was an
Omega Tau Lambda?
"Oh, joy.a FRATERNITY
MAN," I said to myself when she
mentioned the Greek letters in
connection with his name.
"At last I will be like the rest
of the girls and will be able to
join in their discussions about the
various aspects of dating a (sighl
fraternity man," I thought as toy
mind filled with visions of pinnings and serenades.
Although I never had heard of
a fraternity on campus called
Omega Tau Lambda. I dismissed
it from my mind in the same blase
manner that I dismissed the sly
chuckles of my roommate as she
watched me prepare for my BIG

EVENING.
Applications for membership in
Finally, the big night arrived-I
the Society for Advancement of , dressed in a whirl of excitement Management will be accepted by ’ the doorbell rang-"Arlene, there’s
Jack H. Holland, professor of bull- a caller for you," came over the
I floated
Mess. in TH116 until tomermw. I infer -coin it’s Imp
The society, formerly known as down the stairs (almost tripping
Eta Mu Pi. is co-educational and ’ on my new pointed toe shoeslopen to all business majors.
and, as I walked down the stairs,
A dinner and initiation meeting I looked down at MY DATE.
will be held at 6:30 p.m. Wednesyes, I looked down-and, when
day, Oct. 29. at Hawaiian Gardens. I got to the bottom of the stairs,
Guest speaker of the evening will / was sou looking down, down,
be Bart Durant, merchandising down.
mentally consoled
..(m. wen:,
manager of the Emporium, who
will discuss "Merchandising, Pres
"It’s not really so bad goent and Future." Business dress , ing out %kith a 3 ft. 1 in. midget. so
will be in order.
MRS. BETTY HASKETT
long as he’s a FRATERNITY
MAN"
A fraternity man? -I looked for
the tell -tale pin on his sweat shirt.
There was no pin!
"Omega Tau Lambda? -Omega
Tai Lambda? CYr1.!" my mind
said na I walked out the door with
, Sports Car Club. meeting, tomorSPARTAGUIDE
my date. As he hummed "It Takes
Alpha Eta Rho, meeting, tomor- row, meet on northeast corner of
Two to Tango" and poked me in
row. Aero Lab, 8 p.m.
’Stanford Shopping Center, 7 p.m.
the ribs with his elbow, a huge
Student Y. party, tomorrow, StuAlpha Genuine, executive meetlight bulb was turned on In my
dent
Y.
7-11
p.m.
ing. tomorrow, T207, 7:30 p.m.
brain.
BE.4NERY BULLETIN
Assn. t’alifornia State College
"Of course!-OTL - Out To
I Coop--4th and San Fernando
buitructors, meeting. tomorrow.
Lunch!" I thought and started
faculty room of Cafeteria, 12-1.30
making mental notes on how to do
Baked tamales and corn
45c
p.m.
away with my roommate as my
45c ,
Hot roast pork sandwich
’fraternity man" and I roared off
HIllel, meeting, Monday, 8 p.m. Plate lunch (choice of entree.
on his motorcycle.
IAS, meeting. tonighl, Aero Lab,
one vegetable or salad, roll
All this trouble-and just be7:30.
60c
and butter)
cause of my former ignorance Of
PM Hu Alpha, smoker, tomor- Potato or macaroni salad
25c
college semantics.
row. M248, 8:30 p.m.
15c
Soup
Because of this, and because of
Phi Upsilon Pi, meeting, tomorCafeteria-Smooth Street
this columnist’s ever ((tops) NEVLUNCH
row, S26, 10:30 a.m.
ER ending job of bringing TRUTH
45c
Program Committee of Fresh Baked turkey and noodles
to this campus, the next "A WomClaes, meeting, today, in front of Franks and sauerkraut .....
an’s Prerogative" will be a little
Broccoli
Student Union, 3:30 p.m.
lesson in "collegiate vocabulary
12e
Sigma Mu Tau, meeting, tonight, Cauliflower...,,.
building."
Spartan Special Luncheon
70e
S210, 7:30.
Speaking of Ignorance, I wonder
DINNER
Social Affairs, meeting, today.
60c what "Rainbow Day" is. -Do you?
Veal stew
TH26. 3:30 p.m.
Society of Production Engineers, Roast beef jardinere
6512c
e
meeting, tonight, CH208, 7.
Squash
12c
Spartan Orlocei, meeting, to- Mixed vegetables
gi
night, C11241, 7:30.
Spartan Special Dinner

r

I

Spartaguide

1

SJS Coeds Attend
Nursing Convention

Patrons Make Ready
For Annual Pot-Luck
Patrons of San Jose State College held their first meeting of
the 197s8-59 academic year yesterday afternoon. Plans for the coming year’s activities and for the
annual pot -luck dinner on Nov. 20
were discussed.
All mothers of San Jose State
College students were invited to
attend the meeting.

library Fraternity
To Fete Pledges
Alpha Bela Alpha. the National
Undergraduate Library Science
fraternity will hold a pledging ceremony Oct. 28 at 6 p.m.
The meeting will take place in
room L114 with refreshments following the pledging. All interested
library majors and minors are invited to attend.

Date Plan
Suggested
The following letter was received by "Thrust and Parry" but,
Wnce it pertains to women, it is
placed on tha society page.
Dear ’rhrust and Parry:
Upon rummaging through some
old magazines this morning, I
came upon an article written by
Selig Greenberg which appeared
in the January 1958 edition of the
"Readers’ Digest," entitled: "How
Shall We Cope with a Surplus of
Women?" If you can find space in
your paper to print the article. I
am sure you will have an enthusiastic reading audience.
As Mr. Greenberg puts it, the
American woman still expectsand generally receives -front men
certain considerations which put
an added strain on him. For example: Is there any reason why a
fellow should be required to pay
all expenses of a date? We all
hear of cases where a fellow will
go through a dating drought because he feels that more girls are
left dateless when they should be
out enjoying themselves. We are
under financial strain when we attend college; maybe if women
would shoulder a little of the dating expense a healthier situation
would pre,. ail.
Yours Truly. ASH A9052,
EDITOR’S NOTE: There’s no
room for the article, but ASH
A9052 seems ta have captured
some important L9SUPO contained
En tireenherg’s article.

Accounting Group
Hears Lecture
"What professional accounting
organization.’, have done for the
CPA and the profession" was the
topic of a speech C. Robert Aniel
delis ered to Alpha Eta Sigma, honorary accounting fraternity, last
week in the Bank of America
Building.
Angel. a San Jose accountant, is
president of the San Jose chapter
of the California Society of CPA’s.
The speech was delivered at an
AES business meeting and rush
function. Angel told an audience
of 30 that "Professional organizations have given accountants a
common purpose and have led to
the accountant’s present professional status."
Roy Pellascio, former president
of AES, spoke briefly on value he
has derived from Alpha Eta Sigma.
Other business included choosing
of Hawaiian Gardens for an invitation banquet Nov. 1.

Candles,Puzzles,
Romantic Signs at SJS
PIN NINGS
FON ES-DITTMAN
Pledge Audrey Furies surprised
her Phi Mil sorority sisters Monday ex ening when she announced
her pinning to Bill Dittman. Miss
Font’s is a junior kindergarten
primary education major from San
Francisco. A senior industrial engineering major at Stanford University, Dittman is affiliated with
with Theta Delta
HAMBLIN-OLSEN
A Halloween theme was used
to give the clues when Alpha Chi
Omega Janet Hamblin announced
her pinning to Les Olsen Monday
evening. Miss Hamblin, a senior
secretarial major, is from San
Jose. Olsen, whose home is Wenatchee. Wash., is a psychology major. He is affiliated with Sigma
Chi.
GONZALEZ-WITTENBERG
The Delta Sigma Phi pledge
dance Friday evening was the setting when Jim Wittenberg announced his pinning to Lorna Gonzalez, Miss Gonzalez is a sophomore business major from Santa
Barbara while Wittenberg is a
sophomore physical education major from Sherman Oaks,
HENDRIX-PARKER
Alpha Phi sorority prealdent
Patty Hendrix announced her
pinning to Alpha Tau Omega
Ralph Parker Monday evening.
Miss Hendrix is a senior general elementary education major from Los Altos while Parker, a senior business and Industrial management major, is
from San Jose.
KEECM-WILLIAMSON
The brothers of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon serenaded at the Kappa
Alphi Theta house Monday evening following an announcement of
the pinning of Judy Keech, senior
bacteriology major, and George
Williamson, junior public relations major.
HOLB-MINNEY
Sophomore sociology major Connie Kolb announced her pinning to
Lloyd Minney, senior physical education major, Monday evening.
Miss Kolb is a Kappa Kappa Gamma while Minney is affiliated with
Sigma Chi.
MATH EK-SUMNIERS
Sae Mat her surprised her
Gamma Phi Beta sorority sisters Monday evening with the
announcement of her pinning to
Tony Summers. Mimi Mather,

ENGAGEMENTS
Residents of Walton Hall pieced
together a heart -shaped jig-saw
puzzle recently to discover the
engagement of Pamela Suhr to
Richard Tucker. A sophomore
nursing major, Miss Suhr is from
Los Gatos. Her fiance is a junior
pre -medical major from San Jose,
TANNER-GREGORY
The traditional bride dull was
passed at the Kappa Delta sorority house Monday evening to announce the pinning of Pat Tanner
to Bill Gregory. A June wedding
is being planned by Miss Tanner,
a junior sociology major, and Gregory, a senior business major at
the University of California. Gregory is affiliated with Sigma Phi.

Casalegno Heads
Pegasus Meeting
Fall sernostei’s loot meeting of
the Pegasus Creative Writing Society will be held tomorrow evening at 7:30, according to Dr.
James 0. Wood, SJS English professor and Pegasus adviser.
Thomas W. Casalegno, president,
will conduct the meeting at his
home, 2246 Luz Ave., San Jose.
Society membership is based on
creative writing ability. Students
wishing to apply must submit material to Casalegno or to any member.
Pegasus publishes a monthly
newsletter, "The Golden Bridle."
Its object is to promote creative
writing among members. The pub fished writings are discussed at
subsequent meetings.
In its second semester of publication, "The Golden Bridle" is edited by James R. Cypher, whose column, "The Periphrastic Reviewer,"
includes book reviews and "random comments on the literary
scene."

Debate Held Yesterday
In the Spartan Daily yesterday
It was reported the Student Y
would conduct a debate on Proposition 18 in S142 this evening.
Instead, the meeting was held
last night in S142. Those participating in the debate were ’Dan
Jacobson, John Guftan, Pat Parent and Pat Belardis.

MARRIAGES
GRE.UNER-DALLENBACH
The First Presbyterian (’burgh
of Santa Rosa was the setting for
the marriage of Barbara Greuner
and Bill Dallenbach June 22. Mrs.
Dallenbach is completing her senior year in journalism while her
husband is employed as a technical
writer in Belmont. The couple is
living in Menlo Park.

Five Heir Siylisis
To Serve You

Mary
Jean
Joe
Dee
Midge
Individual Flair Styling

Open Tues. and Thurs. Nights
Mary ’5 Salon of Style
252 So. 2nd St.

CY 3-3951

Lets hustle Spartans
Student Directories now on sale

Joan Princehouse and Wanda
Gibson represented SJS Nursing
Association at the convention of
Student Nurses Assn. of California held in San Francisco at the
Sheraton Palace hotel.
"Together Better Nursing" was
the convention topic.
The SJS delegates attended a
first night get-acquainted party
and donned their uniforms for Uniform Day.
A general business meeting closed the convention.

Only 50 cents
No more inconvenience of tracking down
that certain address or phone number. No
more discouraging second-hand information. Now available to everyone for little
expense is the Hustler’s Hand Book, a
student directory which lists the phone
numbers and addresses of students and
facUlty at the colle4e. Hustle down to one

CLASSIFIEDS
Oustendieg new apts. Completely
Olds ’60 IN. Vet must sell to stay in
turn, wall -wail carpet and decorator fea- ceeie. $80 worth of ww. Best offer.
tures. Ger. garb., circulating, softavatar See Jim or Mal. 420 S. 7th.
Mee stushints--Rms, kitch, priv. or
incl. $100 ma. Dbl... $120 for 3 1,10.
board. 28 S. 13th St.
TRANSPORTATION
Mgr, 633 S. 8th St. aft. 2:30 p.m. daily.
4 students, attractive two-bedrm. turn.
Riches to commute daily from and to
Revs-Lovely clean rms. Priv. kitch.
apt. Close to college. Only $32.50 as. Quiet Near college. CV 7.3391 74:30 Los Giaos-8 a.m.-5 p.m. EL 4.4726.
Ax 6.3490.
a.m. 7-10 p m
Wantorf: RN* to Sacramento. Fri
New deluee eses. Ready Nov. 10. 2 has.
Modern Apts, for rent. Completely Oct. 24 Ninon. CV 3-5677.
from campus. bd, ige. units. Completely :urn. near campus. Hurry tc mgr. Apt.
Slimiest commies daily from Degas,.
furs. Will ac...orn. group of 3, 4, 5 sty. 1, 636 S. 9th St.
7-30 classes and social events. CV 3-9657
dents. Boys or girls. 283 E. Reed at 7th.
Share oaf. Sr. E. E. w,:i share modern
Water and garb. pd. CV 2-5732. Eves.
Wanted: Ride frcm S. Hayward, OY
apt.. $35 mo. Al Kanedy, 1526 N. 7t1,.
CV 7-2564.
4-8170
CV 5-4670.
Sorria for rant: Space for 2 cars. 14
Will foie riders from 8.30 classes
Front rm, for male student. Kitch.
MO ire 611 S. 801.
priv. everything furs. Sun deck, etc. Woodside -Redwood City. ill 17577.
tAculorn 2-104rin turn. apt., bath $28 50 621 S. Otis St. CV 2-1895.
Riders to Palo Alto for 7:30 class.
Accom. 4 girls. 4 bits SJS CV 2.1377
Earl most leere college. Needs one Lea,* 6:25. DA 2-1279.
Now fans. apts. Near campus
to assume rontrect at boarding house.
WANTED
659 S. 986. CV 2.4154 or see mgr.
vv,.I rooks sacrifice. Cell Nan, CT 5.
Apt, 7.
9965.
Will do stvdont typing. Neat, teas.
_lose to school CV 3.9066,
Cheerful reed. fare doles. 2 bdnms
FOR SALS
flew stoves nafrig drupes. etc. 34 boys
FOUND
Boy’s bile 21". $70 Jim Curl. EL 4.
or, girls. CV 3 1001 before noon. 790
’7087 or NO.,M0f1 Hall. 7.1 em, M -F.
S
Jasbos-..kunsj in Library. September. Call Lost and Found in Library.
Ford. ’57. 300 cuitomlina, Power steerAstra. Nov. IS. 6-en. 4ebdon. 1 turn
lue $175 ma 556 S. Ilth. CL 84935 ing. auto. train. RIM. dad offer. CV
. LOST
los 5.10 Pm.
3 0696
Bei* Watch. Reward. Sentimental valRues. for root. Men. Kit,it pro, 62 S.
Dodos. 10. WS. SOAia. CV 5.9801 ue. CV 2-2016 aft. 5.
67 p.m.
IC*. CV 2.1606.
11.loor-colei white Persian Cat. 400 blk.
Wasted, iairf to share sof. with 2
Tap. Receriler. Imost new. $115. Seri S. 7th St. Reward offered. Sao Mrs.
other CV 74617.
et al N. 54 eft. 5 p.a.
Pritchard, RM. 229. A Bldg.

an education major, is from Walnut Creek. A senior Nostrums*
major. Surruners I, is Delta Sigma Phi from Palm Springs.
MEADERS-BELL
A decorated candle passed in
the Chalet Tuesday evening, Oct.
14, helped reveal the pinning of
Judith Meader to John Bell. Miss
Meader is a senior home economics major from Texas. Bell, a Tau
Epsilon Kappa, is a senior engineering major at the University
of California.
PARKHILL-GILMORE
A box of candY was passed at
the Alpha Omicron Pi house following the reading of a poem announcing the pinning of Pat Parkhill and Bud Gilmore. Miss Parkhill is an art major while Gilmore,
a Delta Sigma Phi, is majoring
in accounting.
VAN CLEAVE-SANTOS
Sigma Alpha Epsilon’s "Gay
Nineties" party was the settinz
for the announcement of the
pinning of Carol Van Cleave to
Wally Santos- Miss Van Cleave,
a former student at East Contra
Costa Jr. College, Is now employed in Litrayette. Santos Is
a senior marketing major from
Walnut (’reek.

of the following locations.

FOR RENT

$eo

Spartan Bookstore
Student Business Office
Cafeteria
434STlr
Cblitt

Library Quad
Outer Quad

Courtesy of the Spartan Bookstore
eight on Campo

